My 4Rs: Rethink, Regrow, Rebuild, Reduce

My (Re)Generation Action Story:

My 4 r’s are rethink, regrow, rebuild, and reduce. I think that we should rethink our choices of hurting our land and rethink how we are making our earth bad. Also, I think that we should regrow our planet by regrowing trees and plants. Also, I think that we should regrow our planet because it has a lot of damage from us hurting the earth. I also think that we should rebuild our planet by using more items that won’t hurt the environment. We should really try to rebuild our planet and make it a better place. I think we should reduce all the trash that is hurting our planet because it will cause a lot of damage later on that will hurt us from living on this planet.

Continued on next page
Likhitha’s Story Continued:

In my art there is earth split into two parts one part is how our earth should be nice and clean and the other side is the side where we need to rebuild.

Our choices on how we made it. I also included darker colors on the bad side because we need to regrow our world so it can look clean which is the opposite side. I think from my picture we can really see how we should rethink what we are doing so our planet won’t look wrecked like it is now. On the bad side there is smoke coming out of the factory. I think we should reduce that smoke from ruining our planet. We have so many problems in our world and I think that we should reduce all of these problems.

I tried to q-tips for the smoke on the bad side since I do not have a shading pen. First the q-tips were not doing anything so I had To use a lot of pressure which made my hand hurt. So I changed and started shading with my finger which got worse. I did not have good quality colored pencils so it was hard to color the picture.